JGI

Jain Group of Institutions (JGI), a premier educational group aimed at harnessing, nurturing and transforming the potential of individuals across a diverse spectrum of backgrounds, provides quality education from kindergarten and charitable schooling to professional and vocational courses. JGI owes its establishment to the visionary chairman, Sri R. Chenraj Jain and is today a bouquet of 29 institutions with over 26000 students on its rolls.

SIATI

The Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies & Industries (SIATI) have made pioneering efforts in bringing industry, R&D collaborations within India and with overseas organisations to enhance self-reliance in aerospace technology and manufacturing. In addition to major aerospace players it has now about 300 Small, Medium and Large Scale private industries engaged in development and manufacture of aircraft structures, systems/equipments. SIATI was founded on the initiative taken by Dr. C.G. Krishnadas Nair.

CONTACT US

Mr. Naveen S
Aerospace Dept, C/o SBM Jain College,
# 34, 1st Cross, JC Road, (Next to Bangalore Stock Exchange)
Bangalore - 560027
Tele/Fax: 091 080 2248 4944, Mob: 09341324960
Email: iiaem@jaingroup.info, Web: www.jgi.ac.in

International Institute for Aerospace Engineering and Management (IIAEM)
[a unit of Jain Group of Institutions] and
Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies and Industries (SIATI)
Announces a 3 day course on
INTEGRATED MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

29th to 31st January 2009
Venue: Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras Road, Bangalore - 560 075
Coordinator
Shri. U.B. Balachandra, Additional General Manager, (Retd.), IMM, HAL

About the course
Material Management is a powerful leverage point / tool for achieving smooth flow of production and lowering costs. The growth of competition has caused a critical assessment of Material Management practice and philosophy throughout the world. Consequently in-depth knowledge of the principles of Material Management is a prerequisite for success in today’s business world, be it a small / medium scale industry or a large multinational organization.

Teaching faculty
The lectures will be delivered by experts with long experience in the field of Material Management and relevant topics in interactive mode.

Who should attend
Thus the course attempts to acquaint Planning / Production Engineers / Managers, Practicing Material Managers, Finance Executives, Senior / Middle level executives, Business Organizations, Teaching Faculty and Post graduates in Engineering, Business Management and related courses.

Programme Schedule (3 day course)
29th to 31st February 09, 9.30am to 5pm. Inauguration on 29th at 9am

Registration Fee per Participant
  Corporate  -----------------------------: Rs. 9,000/-
  Academic, R&D Labs, Govt. Orgns, & PSUs : Rs. 7,000/-
  Student  -------------------------------: Rs. 3,500/-

(Registration fee includes delegate's fee, tea/coffee, working lunch & lecture material. The registration form & DD drawn in favour of ‘IIAEM', Bangalore should reach us before 22/Jan/09)

Topics Covered
1. Integrated Materials Management : Importance of Integration of all activities pertaining to materials, planning, procurement, storage and related ones and their management.
2. Strategic Supply Chain Management : Supply Chain Management as a Philosophy, Developing Trust and Partnership relationship. Benefits of looking at Supply Chain as a whole.
5. Challenges in implementing ERP : Practical aspects of putting ERP in place, problems faced in implementation and fruits thereof.
7. Vendor Selection, Rating and Development : Basis for selection of Vendors, maintaining Vendor directory, Vendor Rating and its utilisation, vendor Development.
8. Just in Time and Effective Inventory Control : Inventory Analysis and practical aspects. JIT and Best practices as per Toyota production System (TPS).
11. Imports Management : Aspects regarding imports, INCOTERMS, Payments, Logistics etc.